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Provided by Kennewick Police Crime Prevention (509) 582-1351

Friday, May 31, 2019

D/E/F Shifts

199 Calls for Service

Lewd Conduct/2700 blk S Quillan St- 25 year old male was reported by several females of exposing his genitals and/or making lewd sexual comments. He was contacted and denied allegations. He stated that a male in the store made a lewd comment to him. No victims could be identified as they had left the store. He was trespassed from the store.

Reckless Burning & Warrants/5300 blk W Canal Dr- Male was detained after witnesses viewed him start a bush on fire on the west side of the building. He had warrants for his arrest and was booked on the warrants only at this time. Surveillance footage will be obtained to determine if he can be seen walking towards that side of the building. Further investigation to follow.

Explosive Device/4800 blk W 4th Ave- Complainant reported suspicious devices in her garage left by her ex-boyfriend. Officer Shepherd responded and believed the devices were actually pipe bomb making materials. Also located was a hand written instruction sheet for different switches to ignite the devices. Detectives responded and obtained a search warrant. RPD Bomb Squad responded to assist and numerous items were recovered at the scene. Male was contacted at his twin brother's apartment. What appeared to be a detonator was located in the living room. Additional Detectives responded for an additional search warrant and to interview both subjects. Booking was approved for the male for Attempted Explosive Device Prohibited.

Update: Detective Nebeker responded to interview the suspect and through further investigation it was discovered the male is in a heated separation from the reporting party and she had allegedly staged the bomb building material in the garage. During the investigation Det. Nebeker discovered the brother was in the marines 10 years ago and was an instructor for bomb building. The items recovered were old memorabilia he kept in a chest in his residence. The how to build a bomb document found in the house was 10 years old. The prosecutor was
consulted with the new information and requested additional follow up before charges would be filed. The male was released pending additional follow up.

Saturday, June 1, 2019

D/E/F Shifts

190 Calls for Service

*Transient Camp/ Zintel Canyon* - East side of the canyon a few minutes from the 7th Ave parking lot. Sleeping bags and garbage basically on the path. Posted.

*Animal Cruelty/4600 blk W Clearwater Ave* - Male left his Chihuahua in the car and it appeared it was in distress. Officer Stites used his Garmin to determine the temp inside the vehicle was 113 degrees. When the dog was given water it immediately vomited. Owner had left the windows down and the sunroof open but didn't realize the car could get that hot. He was cited and released.

*Assault 4 DV/1600 blk W 5th Ave* - Officers arrived and female showed them cell phone video of her being assaulted by her boyfriend. Officers contacted him in the kitchen. He resisted when advised he was under arrest. He was booked without further incident.

*Assault/400 blk N Fruitland St* - Officers were called to the location for an assault in progress. Male allegedly arrived to the location in a green Yukon with large wheels. He believes another male is in a relationship with his ex-girlfriend. First male assaulted second male and a female who was trying to break up the fight. Suspect was not located. Follow-up to be completed.

*Agency Assist / 1800 block of W 21st Ave* - Officers assisted Benton County Deputies with attempting to locate Assault 2nd suspect. He fled from Deputies and a Pasco K9 assisted BCSO in a track. The K9 track was unsuccessful. Officers were called back to the location later in the night, but again did not find the suspect.

*Assault/600 blk S Hawthorne St* - Officers responded to the area for reports of a disturbance. Male was seen in the area bleeding from his face and he had scratch marks all over his body. He was uncooperative and would only state he was jumped. He was transported to Trios for treatment of minor injuries, but would not inform Officers who assaulted him.

Sunday, June 2, 2019

D/E/F Shifts

169 Calls for Service
**Hit-and-Run (follow-up)/100 blk E 13th Ave**- On 6-2-2019 at about 2:20 PM, officers responded to the 100 block of E 13th Ave for a report of an order violation. While contacting the suspect in that incident, one of the officers recognized a vehicle that matched the description from the hit-and-run the previous day which closed S Washington St and caused a power outage for about 1,500 people the day before. The driver of the vehicle, a 60 year old male, was arrested and booked into the Benton County Jail for hit-and-run. The suspect in the order violation, a 44 year old male, was also arrested and booked.

**Provoking Assault, Trespass & Resisting Arrest/500 blk N Irving Pl**- Officers responded to the location after a male was reported to have entered a neighbor’s residence and was yelling at him. The neighbor did not know who the male was. Officers arrived and detained him. Once in handcuffs he began to resist and had to be guided to the ground. He was booked into the BCJ and a mental health hold was placed on him.

**Assault 4th & 3rd Degree/4800 blk W Clearwater Ave**- Officers were called to the location for a disturbance. Upon arrival, Officers viewed a female assaulting her daughter and her sister. Officers subdued the female, but she continued to scream, twist her body and kick. She was able to kick Officer Kuehny. When she was placed in the patrol vehicle she began spitting and spit on Officers. She was medically cleared and sedated. When being transported to BCJ she continued to scream and then defecated herself in the backseat of the patrol vehicle.

**Assault/800 blk N Tweedt St**- Officers were toned out to an assault w/weapons at the above address. Upon arrival, it was determined that suspect pointed a firearm at a male after an argument. No shots were fired. The male and his family were not cooperative with the investigation. The suspects white Jeep was located in the 1100 blk W 10th Ave and he fled on foot from Officers. No gun could be seen within the Jeep in the parking lot and nothing further was done to locate him since the victim was uncooperative. This case was still forwarded to the Prosecutor for review.

**Vehicle Theft/1400 blk W 4th Ave**- Reporting party advised she is in the process of buying silver 2001 Honda Accord sedan from registered owner. The reporting party left the keys in the vehicle while inside the store and as she exited, she saw the vehicle leaving south on Olympia St. Owner was contacted and she signed the vehicle as stolen.

**Assault 4th Degree, Obstructing, Resisting Arrest, Destruction/Damage/Vandalism of Private Property, and Misuse of 911 System/00 blk W 6th Ave**- Resident advised a fellow resident assaulted her by pushing a shopping cart into her on purpose as she was exiting the elevator (minor injuries). Upon Officer’s arrival and investigation the male suspect would not follow commands and resisted arrest. Further investigation revealed that he continuously called 911 after being told not to and damaged some nearby plants. He was medically cleared and booked into jail.